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We determine the contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon from the ↵2
QED

hadronic vacuum polarization diagram using full lattice QCD and including u/d quarks with physical
masses for the first time. We use gluon field configurations that include u, d, s and c quarks in the
sea at multiple values of the lattice spacing, multiple u/d masses and multiple volumes that allow us
to include an analysis of finite-volume e↵ects. We obtain a result for aHVP,LO

µ of 667(6)(12)⇥ 10�10,
where the first error is from the lattice calculation and the second includes systematic errors from
missing QED and isospin-breaking e↵ects and from quark-line disconnected diagrams. Our result
implies a discrepancy between the experimental determination of aµ and the Standard Model of 3�.

I. INTRODUCTION

The muon’s gyromagnetic ratio gµ is known ex-
perimentally with extremely high accuracy: its mag-
netic anomaly, aµ ⌘ (gµ � 2)/2, has been measured
to 0.5 ppm [1] and a new experiment aims to reduce that
uncertainty to 0.14 ppm [2]. By comparing these results
with Standard Model predictions, we can use the muon’s
anomaly to search for indirect evidence of new physics
beyond the mass range directly accessible at the Large
Hadron Collider. There are tantalizing hints of a discrep-
ancy between theory and experiment — the di↵erence is
currently 2.2(7) ppm [3] — but more precision is needed.
In particular the Standard Model prediction, which cur-
rently is known to about 0.4 ppm [3], must be substan-
tially improved in order to match the expected improve-
ment from experiment.

The largest theoretical uncertainty in aµ comes from
the vacuum polarization of hadronic matter (quarks and
gluons) as illustrated in Figure 1. This contribution
has been estimated to a little better than 1% (which
is 0.6 ppm of aµ) from experimental data on e+e�

!

hadrons and ⌧ decay [4–8], but much recent work [9–
18] has focused on a completely di↵erent approach, us-
ing Monte Carlo simulations of lattice QCD [19], which
promises to deliver smaller errors in the future.

In an earlier paper [14], we introduced a new technique
for the lattice QCD analyses that allowed us to calculate
the s quark’s vacuum-polarization contribution from Fig-
ure 1 with a precision of 1% for the first time. Here we
extend that analysis to the much more important (and
di�cult to analyze) case of u and d quarks, allowing us to
obtain the complete contribution from hadronic vacuum
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FIG. 1: The ↵2
QED hadronic vacuum polarization contribu-

tion to the muon anomalous magnetic moment is represented
as a shaded blob inserted into the photon propagator (rep-
resented by a wavy line) that corrects the point-like photon-
muon coupling at the top of the diagram.

polarization at ↵2
QED

. We achieve a precision of 2%, for
the first time from lattice QCD. A large part of our un-
certainty is from QED, isospin breaking and quark-line
disconnected e↵ects that were not included in the simu-
lations, but will be in future simulations. The remaining
systematic errors add up to only 1%. A detailed analysis
of these systematic errors allows us to map out a strat-
egy for reducing lattice QCD errors well below 1% using
computing resources that are substantial but currently
available.

II. LATTICE QCD CALCULATION

Almost all of the hadronic vacuum polarization contri-
bution (HVP) comes from connected diagrams with the
structure shown in Figure 1: the photon creates a quark
and antiquark which propagate, while interacting with
each other, and eventually annihilate back into a pho-
ton. Here we analyze the case where the photon creates
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bution (HVP) comes from connected diagrams with the
structure shown in Figure 1: the photon creates a quark
and antiquark which propagate, while interacting with
each other, and eventually annihilate back into a pho-
ton. Here we analyze the case where the photon creates
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HVP from LQCD: introduction
Consider in Euclidean spacetime (Blum ’02)

⇧µ⌫(Q) =

=

=

Z
d

4
x e

iQ·x hJµ(x)J⌫(0)i
⇣

QµQ⌫ � �µ⌫Q
2
⌘
⇧(Q2)

w/ Jµ = 2
3 ū�µu � 1

3 d̄�µd � 1
3 s̄�µs + 2

3 c̄�µc + · · ·

Then (Lautrup et al ’69, Blum ’02)
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Laurent Lellouch KEK, 12-14 February 2018
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aℓ
HVP = 4α em

2 dt  Kℓ t( )
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Time-Momentum Representation

D. Bernecker and H. B. Meyer, 2011

quark-connected
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dt Kμ(t)Vf(t)[1 − Θ (t, t0, Δ)]
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Details of the lattice simulation

  We have used the gauge field configurations generated by ETMC,

  European Twisted Mass Collaboration, in the pure isosymmetric QCD

  theory with Nf=2+1+1 dynamical quarks

- Gluon action: Iwasaki

- Quark action: twisted mass at maximal twist

                       (automatically O(a) improved)

OS for s and c valence quarks

6

6

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Details of the calculation described in this letter will
be presented in Ref. [24]. Here, in subsection A we col-
lect the main parameters of the simulations performed in
the isosymmetric QCD theory and discuss briefly their
relation with the prescription of Ref. [3], while in subsec-
tion B we sketch some of the key points and illustrate the
quality of the results by showing the time-dependence of
the most complicated diagrams, i.e. those in Fig. 4(a) and
(b) in which a photon is exchanged between the quarks
and the final-state charged lepton.

A. Simulation parameters

The main parameters of the simulations performed
within isosymmetric QCD in Ref. [15] are collected in
Table I.

ensemble � V/a4 aµud aµ� aµ� Ncf aµs M⇡ MK

(MeV) (MeV)

A40.40 1.90 403 · 80 0.0040 0.15 0.19 100 0.02363 317(12) 576(22)

A30.32 323 · 64 0.0030 150 275(10) 568(22)

A40.32 0.0040 100 316(12) 578(22)

A50.32 0.0050 150 350(13) 586(22)

A40.24 243 · 48 0.0040 150 322(13) 582(23)

A60.24 0.0060 150 386(15) 599(23)

A80.24 0.0080 150 442(17) 618(14)

A100.24 0.0100 150 495(19) 639(24)

A40.20 203 · 48 0.0040 150 330(13) 586(23)

B25.32 1.95 323 · 64 0.0025 0.135 0.170 150 0.02094 259 (9) 546(19)

B35.32 0.0035 150 302(10) 555(19)

B55.32 0.0055 150 375(13) 578(20)

B75.32 0.0075 80 436(15) 599(21)

B85.24 243 · 48 0.0085 150 468(16) 613(21)

D15.48 2.10 483 · 96 0.0015 0.1200 0.1385 100 0.01612 223 (6) 529(14)

D20.48 0.0020 100 256 (7) 535(14)

D30.48 0.0030 100 312 (8) 550(14)

TABLE I: Values of the valence and sea bare quark masses (in
lattice units), of the pion and kaon masses for the Nf = 2+ 1+ 1

ETMC gauge ensembles used in Ref. [15] and for the gauge ensem-
ble, A40.40 added to improve the investigation of FVEs. A separa-
tion of 20 trajectories between each of the Ncf analysed configura-
tions. The bare twisted masses µ� and µ� describe the strange and
charm sea doublet according to Ref. [18]. The values of the strange
quark bare mass aµs, given for each �, correspond to the physical

strange quark mass mphys
s (MS, 2GeV) = 99.6(4.3) MeV and to

the mass renormalization constants determined in Ref. [15]. The
central values and errors of pion and kaon masses are evaluated
using the bootstrap procedure of Ref. [15].

Three values of the inverse bare lattice coupling � and
several lattice volumes have been considered. For the
earlier investigation of FVEs ETMC had produced three
dedicated ensembles, A40.20, A40.24 and A40.32, which
share the same quark masses and lattice spacing and dif-
fer only in the lattice size L. To improve the present
investigation we have generated a further gauge ensem-
ble, A40.40, at a larger value of L.

At each lattice spacing di↵erent values of the light sea
quark mass have been considered. The light valence and

sea bare quark masses are always taken to be degenerate
(aµsea

ud = aµval
ud = aµud).

In Ref. [15] the values of the physical u/d and strange
quark masses, mphys

ud (MS, 2GeV) = 3.70(17) MeV and
mphys

s (MS, 2GeV) = 99.6(4.3) MeV, as well as the val-
ues of the lattice spacing, a = 0.0885(36), 0.0815(30),
0.0619(18) fm at � = 1.90, 1.95 and 2.10, have been de-
termined using the following inputs for the isosymmetric

QCD theory: M (0)
⇡ = M⇡0 = 134.98 MeV, M (0)

K = 494.2

MeV and f (0)
⇡ = 130.41 MeV. The first two inputs corre-

spond to the values suggested in the FLAG reviews [2],

while the value of f (0)
⇡ corresponds to the use of the exper-

imental rate �(⇡`2), the value of |Vud| from Ref. [29] and
the value �R⇡ = 0.0176 (21) obtained in ChPT [27, 28]
and currently adopted by the PDG [14]. We will refer to
the choice of the above three inputs as the FLAG/PDG
prescription.
In Ref. [6] we have calculated the pion and kaon masses

in the isosymmetric QCD theory according to the pre-

scription of Ref. [3], obtaining M (0)
⇡ = 134.9 (2) MeV,

M (0)
K = 494.4 (1) MeV. We anticipate that in Ref. [24]

we shall provide a slightly di↵erent value for �R⇡, which

corresponds to a change of [f (0)
⇡ ]2 less than 0.5%. Since

[M (0)
⇡ /f (0)

⇡ ]2 / mphys
ud +O([mphys

ud ]2), the change expected

in mphys
ud is less than 0.02 MeV. Analogously, the change

in mphys
s is expected to be less than 0.5 MeV. Corre-

spondingly, the variations of �R⇡ and �RK⇡ are well
within the statistical uncertainties, as it can be easily
inferred from Fig. 6 in the case of �RK⇡.
The above findings indicate that our prescription [3]

and the FLAG/PDG one di↵er only by e↵ects which are
well within the uncertainties of the input parameters of
Ref. [15]. This justifies the use of the FLAG average for

the ratio f (0)
K /f (0)

⇡ to get Eq. (15) as well as the com-
parison of our result (14) with the ChPT prediction of
Refs. [27, 28].

B. Evaluation of �Aµ
P /�A

(0)
P

The evaluation of the diagrams 4(a) and (b), corre-
sponding to the “new” term �A`

P , starts from the corre-
lator �C`

P (t) defined as

�C`(t) =
X

↵�

u⌫`↵(p⌫`)C1(t)↵�v`�(p`) , (19)

where C1(t)↵� is given by Eq. (35) of Ref. [1], while t is
the time distance between the P-meson source and the
insertion of the weak (V-A) current. At large time dis-
tances and for T ! 1 one has

�C`(t) ��!
t�a

Z(0)
P �A`

P

2M (0)
P

T `
P e

�M(0)
P t , (20)

where T `
P = Tr

⇥
�0(1� �5)``�0(1� �5)⌫`⌫`

⇤
is the tree-

level leptonic trace. Analogously, in the absence of the

Pion masses in the range 220 - 490 MeV

4 volumes @                         andMπ ! 320 MeV a ! 0.09 fm

MπL ! 3.0 ÷ 5.8
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We present results on the nucleon axial, scalar and tensor charges computed within lattice Quan-
tum Chromodynamics. We use three ensembles of gauge configurations generated with physical
values of the pion mass to compute these quantities to high accuracy avoiding the need of uncon-
trolled chiral extrapolations. We determine the values for the axial, scalar and tensor charges for
each quark flavor. We include all contributions from valence and sea quarks by using improved meth-
ods to compute the disconnected quark loops. For the nucleon axial charge we find gA = 1.286(23)
in agreement with the experimental value. In addition, we extract the nucleon �-terms and find
�⇡N = 41.6(3.8) MeV as well as the strangeness content of the nucleon obtaining for the y-parameter
y = 0.0740(59).

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 12.38.Aw, 12.38.Gc, 12.38.-t, 24.85.+p

Keywords: Nucleon charges, Nucleon Structure, Lattice QCD

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental role of the nucleon axial charge in the
physics of weak interactions and in beyond the standard
model (SM) physics makes its non-perturbative determi-
nation of central importance. The nucleon axial charge
determines the rate of the weak decay of neutrons into
protons and provides a quantitative measure of spon-
taneous chiral symmetry breaking in hadronic physics.
It enters in the analysis of neutrinoless double-beta de-
cay and in the unitarity tests of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix. Equally important are the isovector
scalar and tensor charges of the nucleon, which provide
essential input for probing novel scalar and tensor inter-
actions at the TeV scale [1].

An ab initio calculation of the axial charge, as pre-
cisely as known experimentally from neutron beta decay
measurements using polarized ultracold neutrons [2, 3],
will provide a strong validation of Quantum Chromody-
namics (QCD). However, the non-perturbative nature of
QCD makes a theoretical calculation of the axial charge,
an isovector coupling that we will denote by gu�d

A , di�-
cult. Lattice QCD provides a rigorous, non-perturbative
formulation of QCD on a Euclidean lattice that allows for

a numerical simulation with controlled systematic uncer-
tainties. Numerous past lattice QCD studies [4]. under-
estimated gu�d

A and impeded reliable predictions of the
other nucleon charges. Only recently an accurate com-
putation of gu�d

A was presented [5] that reproduced the
experimental value. It was, however, obtained using chi-
ral extrapolations involving ensembles with heavier than
physical pions.

In this work, we evaluate gu�d
A using simulations car-

ried out directly at the physical pion mass and includ-
ing the physical strange and charm quarks in the sea.
This avoids chiral extrapolation or any modelling of the
pion mass dependence eliminating a systematic error that
has been problematic in many studies. Reproducing the
value of gu�d

A within the lattice QCD framework serves as
a most valuable benchmark computation for the predic-
tion of the isovector scalar gu�d

S and tensor gu�d
T charges,

also presented here. Another milestone of our work, is the
computation of the axial, scalar and tensor charges for
each quark flavor separately, namely gfA, g

f
S and gfT where

f denotes the up, down, strange and charm quarks. In
particular, the quark flavor axial charge gfA determines
the intrinsic spin carried by the quarks in the nucleon
and scalar and tensor charges probe novel interactions
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Effective lepton mass and 
effective windows
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mµ
eff ≡ mµ X phys( )X

t0
eff ≡ t0X

phys X t1
eff ≡ t1X

phys X

Δeff ≡ ΔX phys X

X = fπ
fπ
phys = 130.41 MeV

Advantage: uncertainty of the scale setting 
does not play any role

For  the pion mass dependence is mildX = fπ

Visible FVEs and large discretization effects
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Intermediate window
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W
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M
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Figure 2: Results obtained for aWµ using a quadratic fit (i.e. Eq.(22) with A1` = 0 and

A2 6= 0). The lattice data are corrected for the FVEs determined in the fitting procedure.

The dotted, short-dashed and dashed lines are the results of the fit (22) at fixed lattice

spacing in the infinite volume limit. The solid line corresponds to the result () in the

continuum and infinite volume limit.

• ()FV E is the uncertainty generated by FVEs, estimated by excluding the
results corresponding to the two ensembles A40.XX with the smallest lattice
size.

We repeat our ELM and EW procedure also in the case of the short-distance
window contribution aSDµ . The quality of the extrapolation to the physical pion
point and to the continuum limit is illustrated in Fig. 3. It can be seen that using
X = f⇡ the pion mass dependence is a bit more pronounced for aSDµ with respect
to aWµ . At the physical point our preliminary result is

aWµ = 48.21± 0.56stat+fit ± 0.10chir ± 0.50disc ± 0.25FV E [0.80] · 10�10 . (24)

Adopting the analytic representation of the vector correlator V ud(t) developed
in Ref. [1] we obtain

aWµ = 198.0± 3.4stat ± 4.7syst [5.8] · 10
�10 , (25)

aSDµ = 48.6± 1.8stat ± 1.0syst [2.0] · 10
�10 , (26)

5

aµ
W = A0 1+ A1ℓMπ

2 log Mπ
2( )+ A1Mπ

2 + A2Mπ
4 + Da2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

⋅ 1+ F0Mπ
2 e−MπL MπL( )p⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦ optimal choice p ≃ 2

ud

aW
μ (ud) = 202.2(2.0)stat(0.4)chir(1.5)disc(0.7)FVE[2.6] ⋅ 10−10

a4, a2αn
s (1/a) terms



SD window
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Figure 3: The same as in Fig. 2 but in the case of short-distance contribution aSDµ .

which in a reassuring way agree with the results (23) and (24) within larger un-
certainties.

As far as the long-distance contribution aLDµ is concerned, the use of ELM
and EW procedure adopting either X = M⇡ or X = f⇡ does not lead to a mild
pion mass dependence of aLDµ . Moreover, the FVEs are large and they need to
be treated in a non-perturbative way as done in Ref. [1] . Therefore, we limit
ourselves to quote the result for aLDµ obtained at the physical point using the
analytic representation of the vector correlator V ud(t) of Ref. [1] , namely

aLDµ = 382.5± 10.5stat ± 5.2syst [11.7] · 10
�10 . (27)
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Correlator representation
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Vud t( ) =Vdual t( )+Vππ t( )

Vdual t( ) ≡ 1
24π 2 ds s  e− stRpQCD s( )

sdual

∞

∫

Vdual t( ) = 5
18π 2

Rdual
t 3

e− Mρ+Edual( )t 1+ M ρ + Edual( )t + 12 M ρ + Edual( )2 t 2⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

sdual = M ρ + Edual( )2 Rdual = 1+O
mud
4

sdual
2

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
+O α s( )+O a2( )

low and intermediate time distances long time distances

Vππ t( ) = νn An
n
∑ 2

e−ωnt

ω n = 2 Mπ
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LD window
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analytic representation

aLD
μ (ud) = 382.5(10.5)stat(5.2)syst[11.7] ⋅ 10−10

aW
μ (ud) = 198.0(3.4)stat(4.7)syst[5.8] ⋅ 10−10

aSD
μ (ud) = 48.6(1.8)stat(1.0)syst[2.0] ⋅ 10−10

analytic representation data driven

aW
μ (ud) = 202.2(2.0)stat(1.7)syst[2.6] ⋅ 10−10

aSD
μ (ud) = 48.21(0.56)stat(0.57)syst[0.80] ⋅ 10−10

good consistency
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Fig. 29. Hadronic higher order VP contributions: a)-c) involving LO vacuum polarization, d) involving HO vacuum polarization
(FSR of hadrons).

perturbative QCD prediction. Less problematic is the space–like (Euclidean) region !q2 " #, since it is
away from thresholds and resonances.

The time–like quantity R(s) intrinsically is non-perturbative and exhibits bound states, resonances, in-
stanton e!ects ("!) and in particular the hadronization of the quarks. In applying pQCD to describe real
physical cross–sections of hadro–production one needs a “rule” which bridges the asymptotic freedom regime
with the confinement regime, since the hadronization of the colored partons produced in the hard kicks into
color singlet hadrons eludes a quantitative understanding. The rule is referred to as quark hadron dual-
ity 15 [231,232], which states that for large s the average non–perturbative hadron cross–section equals the
perturbative quark cross–section:

#(e+e" " hadrons)(s) $
!

q
#(e+e" " qq̄, qq̄g, · · ·)(s) , (129)

where the averaging extends from the hadron production threshold up to s–values which must lie su"ciently
far above the quark–pair production threshold (global duality). Qualitatively, such a behavior is visible in
the data Fig. 22 above about 2 GeV between the di!erent flavor thresholds su"ciently above the lower
threshold. A glance at the region from 4 to 5 GeV gives a good flavor of duality at work. Note however that
for precise reliable predictions it has not yet been possible to quantify the accuracy of the duality conjecture.
A quantitative check would require much more precise cross–section measurements than the ones available
today. Ideally, one should attempt to reach the accuracy of pQCD predictions. In addition, in dispersion
integrals the cross–sections are weighted by di!erent s–dependent kernels, while the duality statement is
claimed to hold for weight unity. One procedure definitely is contradicting duality reasonings: to “take pQCD
plus resonances” or to “take pQCD where R(s) is smooth and data in the complementary ranges”. Also
adjusting the normalization of experimental data to conform with pQCD within energy intervals (assuming
local duality) has no solid foundation. Nevertheless, the application of pQCD in the regions advocated
in [229] seems to be on fairly solid ground on a phenomenological level. A more conservative use of pQCD
is possible by going to the Euclidean region and applying the Adler function [233] method as proposed in
Refs. [234,165,235]. As mentioned earlier, the low energy structure of QCD also exhibits non–perturbative
quark condensates. The latter also yield contributions to R(s), which for large energies are calculable by the
operator product expansion of the current correlator Eq. (64) [236]. The corresponding %mq q̄q&/s2 power
corrections in fact are small at energies where pQCD applies [234,82] and hence not a problem in our context.

4.2. Higher Order Hadronic Vacuum Polarization Corrections

At order O($3) there are several classes of hadronic VP contributions with typical diagrams shown in
Fig. 29. They have been estimated first in [187]. Classes (a) to (c) involve leading hadronic VP insertions and
may be treated using DRs together with experimental e+e"–annihilation data. Class (d) involves leading
QED corrections of the charged hadrons and correspond to the inclusion of hadronic final state radiation
(FSR).

The O($3) hadronic contributions from classes (a), (b) and (c) may be evaluated without particular
problems as described in the following.

15Quark–hadron duality was first observed phenomenologically for the structure function in deep inelastic electron–proton
scattering [230].
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Conclusions

We have performed a first-principles lattice QCD+QED calculation of       .
Our results agree with recent determinations based on dispersive analyses.

aℓ
HVP

The HVP contribution is currently one of the most important sources 
of the theoretical uncertainty to the muon (g-2) LQCD

use of the new ETMC lattice setup @ the physical pion point

In progress…

15

evaluation of the quark-disconnected terms and relaxation of the qQED 
approximation

ae
HVP = 185.8 4.2( ) ⋅10−14 aτ

HVP = 335.9 6.9( ) ⋅10−8aµ
HVP = 692.1 16.3( ) ⋅10−10

DG and S. Simula, 2019

Window contributions are sharp benchmark quantities. Our result for 
the intermediate window is in agreement with the R-ratio prediction.

aW
μ = 231.7(2.8) ⋅ 10−10prelim

inary
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4 energy levelsπ -π :

infinite-volume limit
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